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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of the Study 
The rapid growth of interscholastic and intercollegiate 
women's basketball has created a problem for women coaches, which 
has always faced their male counterparts, that of selecting team 
personnel. Bunn states that one of the most difficult tasks of the 
basketball coach is the selection of team personnel.
1 
A coach 
spends many hours watching the players and many hours beyond the 
practice period attempting to determine which combination of players 
will perform most effectively in competition. 
Coaches use many different methods for determining who their 
team members should be. Subjective evaluation by the coach using a 
rating scale, administration of skills tests, opservations of per-
formance in scrimmages, and subjective evaluations of a player's 
enthusiasm, are some of the methods used by coaches to ai d in. 
selection of the squad and the starting team. Skills tests have 
been identified as an effective objective measure of a player's 
ability. When used along with subjective evaluation, such tests 
provide useful information in the selection of a team. 
1John w. Bunn, The Basketball Coach: Guides to Success. 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), P• 106. 
J 
as measured by the Keller Efficiency Rating Scale) can be predicted 
based o� the individual performance results obtained through the 
use of the Knox Basketball Skills Test.4 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether perform-
-
ance by individual members of the South Dakota State University 
Women's Basketball 'feam on the Knox Basketball Skills Test, could be 
used to predict scores they received through the use of the Keller 
Efficiency Rating System while a member of various player combina-
tions under game conditions. 
Hypothesis 
1 .  There is no significant relationship between scores 
attained by each subject on the Knox Basketball Skills Test and 
the Keller Efficiency Rating System received by each set of player 
combinations in which tJ::ia,t player participated. 
2. A significant regression equation to predict Offensiv� 
Efficiency Rating Scores based upon results on the Knox Basketball 
Skill·s Test cannot be developed. 
3Paul R. Keller, "Some Values of Paul Keller's OER Sy�tem" 
(Dela.ware, Ohio), p. 1 (l·'iimeographed.) 
4Robert D. Knox, "Basketball Ability Tests," Scholastic 
Coach, 17, (November, 1947), P• J. 
J. A significant regression equation to predict Defensive 
Efficiency Rating Scores based upon results on the Knox Basketball 
Skills Test cannot be developed. 
Limitations and Delimitations 
1. The subjects used in this investigation were eleven 
4 
members of the women's varsity basketball team at South Dakota State 
University during the 1975-76 season. 
2 .  Data a cquired through the use of the Offensive and 
Defensive Rating Systems were recorded during the twenty -one games · 
which comprised the 1975-76 women's basketball season at South 
Dakota State University. 
J. No attempt was made to control the outside activities 
of each subject. 
Definition of Terms 
Defensive Efficiency Rating. Defensive Efficiency Rating is the 
Offensive Efficiency Rating of the opposition. Defensive Efficiency 
Rating is the average number of points the defense allows every 
time the opposition gains possession of the ball .
5 
Offensive Efficiency Rating. Offensive Efficiency Rating is a team 
evaluation system developed by Keller and based upon the number of 
6 
points scored per possession on offense. 
5Keller, loc. cit. 
Offensive Efficiency Rating-Potential. Offensive Efficiency 
Rating-Potential is the average number of points per possession 
that a team scores when it retains possession of the ball. The 
5 
smaller the difference between a team's Offensive Efficiency Rating-
- -
Potential and o·ffensive Efficiency Rating scores, the more efficient 
is the performance of the team. 7 
Plus-situation. A plus-situation, which is used in computing the 
Offensive Efficiency Rating value, oc9urs when a foul is called 
before the team fouled has crossed the center line. 8 
Possession. A possession is credited every time a player gains 
control of the ball while in scoring position. Possession may be 
gained during a rebound, a steal, a jump ball, or when the ball is 
awarded to a team out-of-bounds as a result of a foul or violation 
committed by· the opposition.
9 
Turnover. A turnover results when a player allows the opposition 
to gain control of the ball prior to the initiation of a scoring 
attempt. A turnover could result through any of the following 
occurrences: traveling, palming the ball, double or broken dribble, 
7Ibid. 
8Paul R. Keller, "Some Pointers for OER Charters" (Dela�are, 
Ohio ), p. 1. (Mimeographed. ) 
9Keller, "Some Values of Paul Keller's OER System," p. 1 .  
lane violation, stolen ball, bad pass, time violation, or a player 
10 
control foul. 
lOibid. 
6 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
In reviewing the literature for this study, the present 
writer attempted to analyze those factors which appeared to be 
related to success in basketball. All understanding of methods that 
have been used to evaluate a team's performance and efficiency was 
also deemed necessary. It was also necessary to review those 
measures which have been employed in the assessment of basketball 
ability both on a team and individual player basis. 
Factors Related to Success 
in Basketball 
Peterson investigated factors related to team success on 
the high school level. He presented a list of thirteen items, 
including: 1) shooting; 2) rebounding; 3) substitutions; 4) time­
outs; 5) tot�l number of 
.
players used; 6 ) violations; 7) ball 
handling; 8) personal fouls; 9) possession time; 10) jump balls; 
11) passing; 12) dribbling; and 13) personal player characteristics. 
He found that successful teams attempted more short shots per game 
and made a higher percentage of these shots. Accuracy in medium 
distance shots added to team effectiveness, but long distance s�ots 
did not contribute significantly to winning. He concluded that the 
most important factor in shooting was the ability to convert on 
the short shots.1 
Patty found that reaction time, balance, and kinesthetic 
8 
sense are traits which successful college basketball players possess. 
He determined that while unsuccessful basketball players are more 
logical in their ability to r�ason, successful basketball players 
2 have better spatial intelligence. 
Goldstein reported that the coaches of sophomore teams who 
use objective skills tests to assist in personnel selection had a 
62 percent win-loss record over a three-year period. The coaches who 
based their team selection on subjective evaluation had a 51 percent 
win-lose record.J 
Gilbertson identified four test items (arm strength, leg 
strength, penny-cup test and speed-pass test ), which could be used 
as predictors of basketball ability. He vali�ted a test battery 
1iferbert Donald Peterson, "A Study of Certain Objective 
Factors in High School Basketball and their Relationship to Team 
Success" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Indiana University, 
Bloomington, Indiana, 19,52 ), P• 80 • 
. �lbert K. Patty, •The Relationship of Selected Measurable 
Traits to Success in Basketball" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 195J) . 
JNorman Goldstein, "Techniques Utilized to Determine Baaket­
ball Ability for Selecting High School Sophomore Players .. (un­
published Master's thesis, University of Washington, Seattle, 
Washington, 1967 ), p. 40. 
which consisted of these factors with ranki�s of playing ability 
according to the subjective evaluation of a jury of experts.4 
9 
Lenehan analyzed team characteristics related to success 1n 
women's intramural college basketball games. She suggested that a 
winning team was more effective in the use of the offensive skills 
which included assists, interceptions, recovering tips, total shots 
taken, and total shots made. Defensive rebounds were also higher 
among winning teams.5 
Dohrer considered twenty-one factors related to success in 
basket ball and compared them to three measures of team success. A 
multiple correlation analysis revealed tha.t fifteen of the twenty-
one factors related significantly to success.in basketball. A 
multiple regression equation was developed to determine whether 
these factors could predict the total points scoTed by a team, the 
point differential betw_een teams, and the won�loss percentage of 
the teams in the North Central Conference. He concluded that three 
factors could be used to predict the total points scored by a team. 
Knowledge of fifteen factors would enable one to predict the point 
4 
Raymond R. Gilbert, "A Study of Selected Variables in 
Predicting Basketball Players" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Springfield College, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1968) . 
· �ita J .  Lenehan, "A Study of the Contribution of Selected 
Fundamental Factors to Success in Women's University Intramural 
Basketball" (unpublished Master's thesis, University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, Tennessee, 1970) . . 
differential between teams while two factors were significant 
predictors of the final won-loss percentage.
6 
Assessment of Basketball 
Playing Skills 
10 
Edgren developed one of the first skills tests for basketball 
in 1932. After administering eight basketball tests, four general 
ability tests, and the Brace test to a basketball class both at 
the beginning and the end of the class he made the following obser­
vationsa 1) basketball ability and general ability are closely 
related; 2) progress in basketball fundamentals can be measureda 
J) a skill that is learned in one area does not always carry over 
in the same amount to another skill; 4) general ability tests can 
predict potential playing ability of beginners.1 
Glassow, Colvin, and Schwarz found that skills tests which 
combine ball handling with body motion have a higher correlation 
with basketball ability. or the five tests which were chosen for 
investigation, four were found to be valid predictors. These 
6
Richard M. Dohrer, "A Study of Selected Objective Factors in 
College Basketball and their Relationship to Team Success" (un­
published Master's thesis , South Dakota State University, .Br�okings, 
South Dakota, 1974), 2J-44 • 
7H. D. Edgren, "An Experiment in the Testing of Abillty·and 
Progres·s in Basketball, " Research Quarterly , J, (Narch, 19J2), 
159-171. 
11 
includedi the bounce and shoot test; the pivot and shoot test; the 
zone toss; and the wall speed test.8 
Dyer, Schurig, and Apgar determined that the Edgren ball 
handling test, the moving target and the bounce and shoot test were 
valid tests of basketball ability by comparing the skills test 
scores to ratings of experts. The jump and reach test was not an 
essential measure of basketball ability except for junior high 
players.9 
In 1947, Knox developed a battery of skills tests to determine 
the basketball ability of high school boys. His batter,y of tests 
consisted of the speed dribble test, the dribble shoot, penny cup, 
and the wall bounce test. He validated these tests by comparing 
the scores obtained on the skills tests to membership or non-
membership on the va.rsi ty basket ball team. The findings revealed 
that four out of five players on the varsity t�am were ranked in 
the top five on the skills test scores and nine out of ten players 
on the varsity team were ranked in the top ten on the skills test 
scores.10 
8Ruth B. Glassow, Valerie Colvin, and Marguerite Schwarz, 
"Studies in Measuring Basketball Playin� Ability of College Women,• 
Research Quarterly, 9, (September, 1938), 60-68. . 
.9Joanna T. Dyer, Jeannie C. Schurig, and Sara L. Apgar, 
"A Basketball Motor Ability Test for College Women and High School 
Girls," Research Quarterly, 10, (October , 1939) , 128-14?. 
lORobert D .  Knox, "Basketball Ability Test,•• Scholastic 
Coach, 17, (November, 1947), J. 
12 
Stroup compared skills test results with team success. The 
Glassow, Colvin, and Schwarz test was given to four sections of 
team sports classes in basic instruction physical education classes. 
He determined that the winning or losing of a ten-minute basketball 
game was an acceptable criterion in the validation of team score 
results. He also concluded t};lat the mean skill score for a team 
was a valid measure of a team's strength, since the team with the 
higher mean skill score won its games more than 80 percent of the 
time.11 
Boyd, McCachren, and Waglow compared the scores obtained on 
the Knox Basketball Skills test to rankings of players by coaches 
and to game factors. They determined that the Knox Basketball Skills 
test can distinquish between team and non-team members, but not 
12 
between better or poorer players on the team. 
Hill compared the Knox Basketball Skills test scores to 
subjective ratings by co�ches and statistics from the varsity and 
freshman games during the season. The results showed a significant 
difference between the mean scores on the skills test for the junior 
varsity players and for those cut from the squad. No significant 
correlation was found between the subjective ratings of players · 
11Francis Stroup, "Game Results as a Criterion for Valida.ting 
Basketball Skills Tests," Research Quarterly, 26, (October, 1955), 
353-351. 
12clifford A .  �oyd, James-R. McCachren, and I .  F. Waglow, 
"Predictive Ability of Selected Basketball Tests," Research 
Quarterly, 26, (October, 1955), J64. 
lJ 
and the mean scores on the skills test scores for the varsity or 
the freshman players. A significant relationship was found between 
the data from the freshman games and their scores on the skills 
tests.13 
Randall revealed that the mean scores of te� members on 
the Knox Basketball Skills test and team standings in the South 
Spokane County High School Basketball league were given a correla­
tion coefficient of .90 .  No relationship was found between the mean 
scores on the skills test when compared to the rankings of the All-
Star team members or the rankings of the top ten scorers in the 
league. In his study, performance on· the penny cup test contributed 
to 45 percent of the total test results while the speed dribble 
contributed to the 24 percent of the total test.14 
Moore compared results on a JO-second basket shooting test 
and a wall passing test to the percent of game� won, lost, or tied. 
The teams with the higher mean scores on the skills test won .54 
percent of their games, lost J4 percent, and tied 12 percent.15 
lJLeo James Hill, "Determinin� Basketball Ability Through 
the Use of a Basketball Skills Test" \unpublished Master's thesis, 
State College of Washington, Pull.man, Washington, 19.56), P• 2 1-2? . 
14cha.rles Ross R andall, Jr., "Determining the Validity of 
the Knox Basketball Test" (unpublished Master's thesis, State College 
of Washington, Pullman, Washington, 1958), P• lJ-15. . 
15Jacqueline Quinn Moore, "An Investigation of a Criterion 
for Establishing the Validity of Tests of Performance in Team 
Spor�s" (unpublished Master's thesis, Smith College, Northampton, 
Massachusetts, 1960). 
314011 
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14 
Walter compared AAHPER Basketball Skills test scores of 81 
players to subjective evaluations of their basketball playing 
ability. The subjects were evaluated by judges and ranked accord­
ing to their ability in front shooting, side shooting, close shoot­
ing, passing, jumping ability, and dribbling. Of the skills tests 
involved in the AAHPER Basketball Skills test, the front shot, 
:foul shot, and under the basket shot correlated significantly with 
the subjective ranking of players.16 
Pimpa. compared the validity of Bunn's Basketball Skills 
' . 
Test with a modification of it which consisted of the alternate 
lay-up and penny cup tests. The results of h:is study revealed a 
correlation of .88 for the skilled players, and a correlation of 
.95 for unskilled players. He concluded that the alternate lay-up 
and penny cup were valid tests, and could be substituted for the 
Bunn Basketball Skills test.17 
Lambert studied the validity of the bounce and shoot test 
developed by Glassow, Colvin, and Schwarz and compared it with 
subjective ratings of playing ability. She found that shooting 
performance·was not an effective measure of playing ability. She 
l6Ronald J. Walter, "A Comparison Between Two Selected 
Evaluation Techniques for Measuring Basketball Skills' (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois, 
1968). 
17Udom Pimpa, "A Study to Determine the Relationship between 
Bunn•s Basketball Skill Test and the Writer's Modified Version of 
that Test" (unpublished Master's thesis, University of North 
Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina, 1969) . 
reviewed the test before administering it·a second time and found 
that the revised test was valid and reliable when data related to 
time and accuracy were also included in the computations.18 
15 
Bettencourt compared scores on the AAHPER Basketball Skills 
Test to team success. Seventy-two junior college basketball players 
who were members of twelve intr�uraI teams were subjects for this 
study. A mean score was tabulated for each team for each pa.rt of 
the AAHPER Basketball Skills test. These tests included the front 
shot, side shot, foul shot, under the basket shot, speed pass, jump 
and reach, overarm pass for accuracy, and dribble tests. Each of 
the mean scores was compared to th� ranking of these teams after 
eleven games. The push pass for accuracy, dribble, front shot, foul 
shot, speed pass and side shot were all found to be significant at 
the .01 level and the overarm pass for accuracy was found to be 
significant at the .05 level of confidence.19 
Hess revealed that in comparison of results of the AAHPER 
Basketball Skills Test to subjective ratings, the push pass was 
the most important predictive factor. He developed a multiple 
1�Ann Thomas Lambert, "A Basketball Skills Test for College 
Women" (unpublished Master's thesis, Springfield College, Spring-
field, Massachusetts, 1970). 
l9Richa.rd M. Bettencourt� "The Relationship Between Selected 
Fundamental Skills and Team Success in Intramural Junior College 
Basketball" (unpublished Master's thesis, Springfield College, 
Springfield, Nassachusetts, 1970). 
regression equation which demonstrated that the push-pass and the 
f'oul-shot could be used to predict judges' ratings.20 
Evaluating Team Basketball 
Efficiency 
In 1941, Ebel and Allen developed a method for evaluating 
team and individual performanc� durfng basketball games. A point 
system was devised to evaluate each player's positive and negative 
contributions to the offensive and defensive phases of the per­
formance of each team. Points were assigned for each aspect of 
16 
the game which the investigators believed were important to winning 
21 or losing. 
Humphrey compared ball control and ball possession time to 
the winning of basketball games. He found no significant relation-
ship between possession time and won-loss record. He did reveal, 
however, that.the ability to advance the ball to optimal scoring 
areas was di�played by winning teams. ii inning teams outscored their 
opponents from the area within five feet of the basket in 81 percent 
20Charles Hess, Jr., "The Relationship Between the AAHPER 
Basketball Skills Tests and the Judges' Ratings of a Basketball 
- Player's Ability" (unpublished Master's thesis, East Stroudsburg 
Sta.te College, East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, 1971). 
2L Eb 1 d F c. Allen, "Evaluating Team and Individual "-E. R. e a.n • ( 94 ) Performarice in Basketball," Res�arch Quarterly, +z, Octo
ber, l 1 • 
538-555 . 
of the games and attempted fewer shots than their opponents at a 
distance further than ten feet from the basket.22 
In 1960 Keller developed an Offensive Efficiency Rating 
System based on the average number of points a team scored every 
·time it gained possession of the ball. Field goal shooting, free 
throw shooting, turnovers, and offensive rebounding are the main 
l? 
factors which influenced this rating. A team's Defensive Efficiency 
Rating was the Offensive Efficiency Rating of opposing teams. By 
recording the number of points lost to the .opponents on " turnovers, " 
. . . 
a team's Offensive Efficiency Rating-Potential was c�lculated by 
subtracting the number of " turnovers" ·from tli� number of posses-
sions and dividing this number into the number of points scored. 
Keller found that the poorest played periods of games were the 
first ten possessions of each half •23 
Squibb used the Keller Offensive Efficiency Rating System 
in an attempt to determine the most efficient combination of players 
on offense and defense. He found that by recording the number of 
possessions and the times during which each player participated 
22Fred Humphrey, "Analysis of Team Efficiency," The Athletic 
Journal, XXXIV, (November, 195J), 42-44. 
23Paul R. Keller, "Some Values of Paul Keller's OER 
System, " · (Delaware, Ohio), 1965, P• 1. (Mimeographed.) 
18 
while that team was in possession ,  that he could determine the most 
efficient combination of players for a game or for the season .,2
4 
24
nennis Squibb, ''Evaluation of Basketball Player Combination 
by Use of the Offensive and Defensive Rating System" (unpublished 
Master's thesis South Dakota State University, Brookings, South . . 
Dakota, 1971) ,  p. 25-40. 
Chapter III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether perform­
ances by individual members of the South Dakota Stat� University 
Women's Basketball Team on the Knox Basketball Skills Test, could 
be used to predict scores they received through the use of the 
Keller Efficiency Rating System while a member of various player 
combinations under game conditions. 
Or anization of the Stu 
This study was conducted during the 1975-76 women's inter­
collegiate basketball season. The Knox Basketball Skills Test was 
administered on January 8, 1976 to all members of the Varsity 
basketball team. The investigator enlisted the help of three 
persons with previous experience in the playing and coaching of 
basketball to assist in the admin istration of the basketball skills 
test. A training session was held to explain each person's 
responsibilities and factors to observe during the administration 
of the tests. 
The Keller Efficiency Rating System was employed to measure 
team efficiency in all twenty-one varsity basketball games played 
during the 1975-76 season. The first game was on D ecember 12, 1975 
and the last game was played on March 6, 1976 • The schedule of 
games and data -collected for each game are presented in Appendix A. 
20 
The investigator became familiar with the charting process in using 
the Offensive Efficiency Rating System as developed by Keller1 and 
2 modified by Squibb, and subsequently charted four basketball games 
before the South Dakota State University women's basketball season 
began. 
A form was developed to record the data collected through 
the use of the Offensive Efficiency Rating System, and is presented 
in Appendix B .  The form included space for recording each player 
combination, the points made or the "turnovers" committed on each 
possession, and the points the opponents made on the possession 
immediately following a "turnover."· 
Source of the Data 
The Knox Basketball Skills Test battery was administered to 
all members of the basketball team for the purpose of measuring 
individual player. proficiency. The Keller Efficiency Rating System 
was used to measure the effectiveness of each player combination 
during all twenty-one games on the South Dakota State University 
Women's Basketball Schedule . It was determined that a given player 
combination must have participated in a minimum of two games with 
· a total of twenty-five possessions in order to provide sufficient 
li>aul R. Keller, "Some Values of Paul Keller's OER System," 
(Delaware, Ohio ), 1965. (Mimeographed. ) . 
2
nennis Squibb "Evaluation of Basketball Player Combination 
by Use of the Offensiv� and Defensive Rating System'' (unpublished 
Master's thesis, South Dakota State University, Brookings, .South 
Dakota, 19?1) , pp . 25-40 • . 
2i 
data for accomplishing the purpose of the present study. Eleven 
members of the varsity basketball team were involved in twelve 
combinations which met this criterion. Characteristics which might 
,influence the playing effectiveness of these eleven subjects are 
presented in Table I .  
Collection of the Data 
The Knox Basketball Skills Test has been shown to be a valid 
measure for differentiating between squad members and non-squad 
members.3 This investigation was undertaken to determine whether 
the Knox Basketball Skills Test could be used· to predict the most 
effective combination of players within a given squad. 
The Knox Basketball Skills Test was administered to all 
members of the women's basketball team on January 8, 1976 , during 
the regular practice time. The Knox Basketball Skills Test consists 
of four tests. T�ese include the speed dribble, the wall bounce, 
the dribble shoot and a penny cup test. A description of the course 
lay-out for each test appear in Appendix C. 
Prior to the administration of the Knox Test, the investi-
gator explained the testing procedure to the assistants. The 
·dribble shoot test and the speed dribble test were each administe�ed 
by one assistant. The investigator administered the wall bounce 
test and the penny cup test with the help of another assistant. 
)Robert D. Knox, "Basketball Ability Test," Scholastic 
Coach, l?, (November, 1947), J .  
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TABLE I 
SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS 
Years of Competitive 
Basketball Experience 
Subject Age Height Position High Scl?ool College 
1 TC 21 .5'J
" G 2 2 
2 JL 21 .5' 6'' F 4 2 
J BS 21 .5'10" F 0 2 
4 KN 21 5'11" F J J 
5 cs 21 6'J
" c 0 J 
6 ML 21 5'9" F 0 2 
7 LF 18 .5' 6" G 4 0 
8 BM 19 5'9" F 0 1 
9 cc 19 5'10" F-C 0 0 
10 JK 20 5'J" G 2 2 
11 LA 20 5'6" F 0 1 
2J 
The basketball players were divided into three groups which 
' 
rotated between testing stations for the speed dribble, dribble 
shoot and the wall bounce tests. Due to the extended time require­
ment for the penny cup test, it was administered at the completion 
of the other measures. All tests were scored to the nearest tenth 
of a second. 
Before the administration of the first test, the invest!- . 
gator described the objective of each test, s ubject responsibilities, 
and the way in which each test was to be administered. The 
instructions given to the basketball players are listed in Appendix 
B. 
The efficiency of each combination was charted by the 
investigator using the Offensive and Defensive Efficieny Rating 
System during each varsity basketball game. The inves.tigator was 
always positioned 1n the first row near the center of the court. 
A data collection sheet w�s developed to use for recording the 
possessions and "turnover" statistics for all games. A data 
collection form and description of the recording procedure are 
presented in Appendix c. 
The Offensive and Defensive Efficiency Rating were determined 
for each game. A cumulative record of the number of possessions· for 
each combination and their Offensive and Defensive Efficiency Rating 
Score was maintained. Raw data from the Offensive and Defensive 
Rating Scores for each.combination. from the games they played in 
appear in Append.ix A. 
Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Organization of the Data 
The investigator identified five independent variables as 
being possible contributors to Offensive and Defensive team effi-
ciency . ·The five independent variables consisted of four tests 
within the Knox Basketball Skills Test , which included the speed 
dribble, dribble shoot, wall bounce and penny cup tests, and the 
total scores obtained from these tests . The tests comprising the 
Knox Bas�etball Skills Test were chosen because of their possible 
contribution in predicting a team ' s  efficiency . The two dependent 
variables investigated were scores obtained through the use of the 
Keller Offensive and Defensive Efficiency Rating System . The means 
and standard deviations for the five independent variables and two 
dependent variables for all. subjects are presented in Table II . The 
raw data for each of the variables are presented in Appendix A. 
In order to determine whether one might predict the Off en-
sive Efficiency Rating and Defensive Efficiency Rating scores on 
the basis of these five variables, a multiple regression statistical 
l procedure was used to analyze the data. . The first step in this  
procedure was to  compute the intercorrelations of  each dependent 
1Jerome c. Weber and David R .  Lamb, Statistics and Research 
in Physical Education (St. Louisi C .  V. Mosby Company, 1970), 
p.  159. 
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TABLE II 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 
Standard 
Variables Means Deviations 
xl Speed Dribble 104.58 4 .29 
x2 Dribble Shoot 128 . 92 2 .19 
XJ Wall Bounce 89 . 83 2 .98 
X4 Penny Cup 96 .83 2 . 48 
X5 Total 
420 . 08 5 . 16 
x6 Offensive Efficiency Rating 77 .50 14 .42 
x
? 
Defensive Efficiency Rating 62 .75 11 .70 
N = 11 
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variable and the correlations between·the independent and dependent 
variables. The multiple regression equations were then developed, 
beginning with a one variable equation and adding on e additional 
variable in each o f  the following steps to increase the accuracy of 
the predictions. A standard error of the e stimate, multiple corre­
lation coefficient and variance accounted for in that step were also 
computed for each step in the equation. The .05 level of confidence 
was accepted as being the minimal level needed for a given coeffi­
cient to be considered significant. 
Analysis of the Data 
Co rrelatio n Analysis. Table III shows the Matrix of simple order 
correlations. Three of the correlations were significant at or 
beyond the .05 level of confidence which required a correlation 
co effici ent of .58 .  Neither of the dependent variable s  showed a 
significant correlation with any of the independent variables. 
Intercorrelations between the independent variable s  which were 
significant includeda the dribble shoot and the wall bounce test 
( r = -.74); the penny cup and the wall bounce test (r = . 59); 
and the speed dribble and the total of the tests ( r = . 71) . 
1 .  
2 .  
3. 
4 .  
5. 
6. 
7 . 
TABLE III 
CORRELATION MATRIX FOR INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
1 2 
1 . 00 .24 
1 . 00 
. *r( .05, 10 d.f . ) - .58 
3 4 
. 07 - .47 
-.74* -.47 
1 . 00 .59* 
1 . 00 
Row 1 - Speed Dribble 
2 - Dribble Shoot 
3 - Wall Bounce 
4 - Penny Cup 
5 - Total 
5 
.?l* 
- .02 
. 57 
.24 
1 . 00 
6 - Offensive Efficiency Rating 
1 · - Defensive Efficiency Rating 
6 
.Jl 
.22 
- . 50 
- . 57 
- . 18 
1 . 00 
7 
.04 
. 48 
-.51 
- .22 
-.07 
. 45 
LOO 
N 
� 
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Regression Equation Analysis. The regression equations which were 
calculated to predict scores achieved using the Offensive Efficiency 
Rating System are presented in Table IV. According to the variance 
accounted for by the addition of each new variable to the equation, 
no combination of variables attained the required level of 
significance (F . 05 � 5 . 99) . The multiple correlation coefficient 
for all variables was • 76 .  
Table V contains regression equations computed for prediction 
of performance on the Defensive Efficiency Rating System. According 
to the variance accounted for by the addition of each new variable 
to the equation, the variable added to the equation in the first 
step (wall bounce ) was significant (6 .48 > 5 . 99) . It should be 
noted however, that this accounted for only 26 . 5  percent of the 
variance . The fifth step in the equation which included scores 
of all four tests on the Knox Basketball Skills Test, as well aa 
a composite score for thi� measure, was also significant (7 .65 :> 
5.99) , and accounted for 75.5 percent of the variance. The multiple 
correlation analysis revealed that when all independent variables 
were included, a multiple correlation coefficient of .fr? was 
attained . 
Discussion of the Results 
The results of this investigation revealed that the Defen-
sive Efficiency Ratings which a team will receive can be predicted 
through knowledge of scores obtained by players in each combination 
TABLE IV 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED TO PREDICT OFFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING 
Standard Error 
Ff Regression Equation of Estimate R 
1. Y1 • -3. 33x4 + 399. 48 12. 41 . 57 .33 
2. Y1 • -2.48X4 - l.19XJ + 425. 29 12. 68 . 61 . 37 
J. Y1 • -2. 61X4 - 2. 46XJ - 2. 4JX2 + 86J. 44 12. 78 . 6£? . 4J 
4. Yi • -2. 24X4 - 6. J4XJ - 6. 04X2 + l. 77x5 + 899. 85 12. 02 . 75 . 56 
5. Y1 - -5. 26x4 - a. 54x3 - 8. 40x2 + 4. 40x5 
- 2. 7ix1 
+ 860,95 12. 78 . 76 . 57 
*F. 05(1/6) • 5. 99 
F* 
J. 82 
.47 
. 72 
1. 51 
. 16 
I\) 
'° 
TABLE V 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED TO PREDICT DEFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING 
Standard Error 
R2 Regression Equation of Estimate R 
1. y2 - -2 .02XJ + 244 .41 10.,52 .52 .27 
2 .  Y2 • -J .64XJ + .75x5 - 2 .72 10 • .52 .58 .)4 
.J . Y2 • -J .64XJ + l .76x5 - l .22X1 - 221.0J 10.60 .64 .40 
4. Y2 • -J .56XJ + 3 . 15x5 - J .12X1 - 2 .61X4 - 362 .59 10 . 96 .6? .44 
5 . Y2 • -1J .,54XJ + 12 .,54x5 - ll .85X1 - ll .91X4 
- ll.20X2 - 150 .8) 7 .85 .87 . 76 
-
*F.05(1/6) • 5 .99 
. .  
F* 
6 . 48 
1.79 
1.59 
. 94 
7.65 
w 
0 
Jl 
on the Knox Basketball Skills Test . The Defensive Efficiency Rating 
Score could be predicted from all five variables on the Knox Basket-
ball Skills Test and would appear to be a relatively accurate 
measure, particularly, in light of the large number of variables 
involved in the game of basketball . 
Since basketball is a ·-team game, the coach has a major 
concern relative to the selection of the starting line-up. Wooden 
states that a coach must determine the strongest unit of players 
2 as well as his strongest replacement units . A skills test which 
can aid in determining how effective a combination of players will 
be under game conditions would be very beneficial to a coach in 
the player selection process . 
There has been little previous research related to com-
parisons of individual skills test results and measures of team 
efficiency .  Stroup compared mean scores of a .team on a skills test 
to that team 's won-loss record in ten-minute basketball games . He 
determined that the team with the higher mean score on the skills 
test won 80 percent of its games .J Randall also used the mean 
scores of a team on the Knox Basketball Skills Test comparing it to 
team standings in a league, and found a correlation coefficient of 
2John R .  Wooden, Practical Modern Basketball . (New Yorka 
The Ronald Press Company, i966) , P •  J8 .  
JFrancls Stroup, "Game Results as a Criterion for Validat­
ing Basketball Skills Test," Research Quarterly, 26 , (October , 
1955) ' 353-357 . 
J2 
4 
.90 . These studies , however , did not attempt to  distinguish 
between possible combinations of five players within a single team 
to  determine which would be the most effective . 
I t  appears that the Knox Ba sketball Skills Test may aid in 
prediction of the most effective combination of  player� within a 
squad . A l  though Defensive Efficiency Rating scores can be predicted 
quite accurately, this did not hold true for the Offensive Efficiency 
R ating scores . It is interesting to note that while the multiple 
correlation coefficient for scores from the Knox Basketball Skills 
Test and t he Offensive Efficiency Ratings was . 76 ,  a value of . fY?  
wa s observed using the Knox Basketball Skills Test results and 
Defensive Efficiency Rating scores. This may be due in pa.rt to 
t he fact that the Knox Basketball Skills Test is a defensive oriented 
test .  The wa ll bounce and speed dribble tests mea sure offensive 
skills ,  however , they are timed, and therefore may in fa ct be more 
a measure of speed than technique . The penny cup test is a measure 
of  reaction-movement time . 
Although the penny cup test did not meet t he required level 
for significance (J . 82  < 5.99) , it entered the regression equation 
in the first step, and a ccounted for the highest percentage of 
variance (32 . 7 percent ) of any of the independent variables. This 
4
Charles Ross Randall , Jr . ,  "Determining the Validity of 
t he Knox Ba sketball Test" (unpublished Master' s thesis , State 
College of  Washington , Pullman ;  Wa shington, 19.58) , P •  lJ-15 . 
would appear to suggest that of the measures considered in the 
present study , the penny cup test is one of the more important 
measures of Offensive Efficiency . 
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The results of this study might also have been affected by 
the level of experience of the subjects in this study . - Four of the · 
eleven subjects in this study._ had only two years of experience prior 
to the yea r  in which the da ta was gathered ,  thus, they may have 
improved their basketball skills considerably during the season . 
I t  is interesting to speculate as to how the subjects might have 
scored on the Knox Basketball Skills Test if it would have been 
administered at  the end of the season as well as a t  the beginning . 
The Offensive Efficiency Rating System produces a score 
which tells how many points are scored per possession while the use 
of the Offensive Efficiency R ating-Potential model measures the 
number of points which would have been scored if no " turnovers" had 
been committed . This pro.cedure may be a useful device in determining 
a team 's efficiency • . By subtracting the Offensive Efficiency Rating 
score from the Offensive Efficiency Rating-Potential score , a score 
is obtained which revea ls the degree to which a team's potential 
offense is being rea ched . This procedure may ultimately prove to be 
a better indicator of a team's efficiency than the Offensive and 
Defensive Efficiency Rating scores, as used in the present inves-
tigation . 
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On the basis of the results of this study it was not possible 
to reject the first hypothesis which stated that there is no 
significant relationship between scores attained by ea ch subject on 
the Knox Basketba ll Skills Test and the Keller Efficiency Rating 
scores received by ea ch set of  player combinations in which that  
player participated . The present investigator failed to reject the 
second hypothesis that a .significant regression equation to predict 
Offensive Efficiency Rating scores based upon results on the Knox 
Basketball Skills Test cannot be developed . The third hypothesis, 
which stated t hat a significant regression equation to  predict 
Defensive Efficiency Rating scores based upon results on t he Knox 
Basketball Skills Test cannot be developed , was rejected . 
Cha pter V 
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpo se of this study wa s to determine whether pe:rform.­
ance by individual members of the South Dako ta. Stat e  University 
Women ' s  Basketball Team on the Knox Basketball Skills Test , could 
be used to predict scores they received through the use of the 
Keller Efficiency Ra ting System, while a member of various player 
combinations under game conditions . 
Twelve player combina tions on the South Dakota State 
University Women ' s  Ba sketball team were the- source of the data . 
The independent variables analyzed were the dribble shoot , speed 
dribble , wa ll bounce , penny cup and the tota l of these tests . From 
the intercorrela tions _between these independ�nt variables and their 
correla tion with two de�ndent variables , regression equations were 
developed for the purpose of predicting the level of efficiency for 
a given team . 
The correla tion ma trix revea led that none of the inde-
pendent variables related significantly to the subjects ' . Offen-
sive Efficienty Rating Scores . Through the development of 
regress
.
ion equa tions it wa s found that none of the independent 
variables could be used to significantly predict _the Offensive 
Efficiency Rating . Defensive Efficiency Rating could l?e signficantly 
predicted from scores achieved on the Knox Ba sket ball Skills Test . •  
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The multiple correlation coefficient for the Knox Basketball Skills 
Test scores with the Defensive Efficiency Rating was . 87 , while the 
coefficiency for the Knox Basketball Skills Test scores and the 
Offensive Rating was .76 . 
Conclusions 
Within the limitations of this study, the following con­
clusions seem warranted. 
1 .  N o  significant relationship exists between performance 
· on the Knox Basketba ll Skills Test and results obta ined on the 
Offensive Efficiency Rating Scores. . 
2 .  A significant regression equation t o  a ccurately predict 
Offensive Efficiency R ating scores of player combinat ions ba sed 
on mean scores of individual� on the Knox Basketba ll Skills Test 
cannot be developed. 
J .  A significant regression equation · to a ccurately predict 
Defensive Efficiency R ating scores of player combinations based 
on mean scores of individuals on the Knox Basketba ll Skills Test 
can be developed. 
Implications 
It a ppears that knowledge of results of the performance .of 
players on the Knox Basketball Skills Test can be useful for the 
coa ch in player sele ction . In view of the· disparity of the find­
ings between the relationship of skill test scores to the Offensive 
and Defensive Efficiency R atings in the present study, it must be_ 
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concluded that other variables beyond thOse measured in the Knox 
Basketball Skills Test must also be considered in players selection . 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this study, the investigator 
proposes the following recommendati9ns for further study . 
1 .  That a similar study be conducted using a skills test 
which measures the offensive skills of shooting more thoroughly . 
2 .  That a similar study be conducted to include the use of 
Keller 's  Offensive Efficiency Rating-Potential Syst em .  
3 . That a similar study be conducted to include the 
administration of the Knox Basketball Skills Test after the final 
game of the season , to determine whether significant changes in 
the proficiency of individual players may have o ccurred. 
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APPENDIXES 
Game 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.11 
12 
lJ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
APPENDIX A 
SCHEDULE OF THE 1975-76 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 
UNIVERSITY WOMEN ' S  BASKETBALL SFASON 
SDSU vs . · Final Score OER 
USD/Springfield 66-28 .85 
Concordia 51-47 .68 
Westmar 64-62 . 82  
Wayne State 64-79 . 73 
Augustana 64-J8 . 78 
Dakota State ?5-34 .91 
Northwestern 62-52 . 84  
Northern ?1-20 .88 
University of Minnesota 49-36 . (0 
Northern 50-36 .63 
Mankato State 58-48 .75 
UND 60-37 . (2  
St . Cloud State 60-58 . (( 
Southwest State 59-66 . 73 
USD/Vermi�lion 69-J2 . 87 
Mt . Marty 71-51 . (2 
Wayne State 55-58 . 72  
# 
UMM 64-57 .85 
Kansas 41-73 .,56 
UND 4'8-5J . .59 
Moorhead State 62-4J .74 
4J 
DER 
.37 
. 62 
.82 
.90 
.46 
.4J 
.70 
. 25 
.51 
.44 
.6J 
.45 
.73 
. 81 
. 42 
. 52 
.75 
. 77 
1.00 
.64 
.52 
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APPENDIX A 
RAW DATA FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Mean Scores 
Speed Dribble Wall Penny 
Combinations Dribble Shoot Bounce Cup Total 
1 2 3 4 5 10 . 9 12 . 8  8 . 9 9 .4 42 � 0  
1 2 3 5 6 10 . 2  13. 1 8. 7 9 .4 41 .4 
1 3 4 5 7 10 .5 12 .? 9 . 0  9 . 6 41 . 7  
? 8 9 10 11 9 . 9 12 .4  9 .4 10 . 1  41 . 8  
l 2 4 5 6 10 .7 13 . 2 8 .-7 9 . 5 42 . 0  
1 4 5 6 7 10 . 3  13 .0 8. 7 9 . 7 41 . ?  
6 ? 8 9 10 9 . 9 12 . 9 9 .2 10 . 2 42 . 2  
1 2 3 4 6 10 . 6  13 . 1  8. 8 9 .6 42 . 1  
1 3 5 6 7 9 . 8  12 . 9 8 . 7 9 . 6 41 . l  
2 3 4 5 ?  , 10 . 9 12 . 9  9 . 1  9 . 6 42 . 6  
1 2 3 4 9 11 . 0  lJ . O  9 . 0  9 . 8 42 . 8  
3 4 5 ? 10 10 . 8  12 . 7  9 .6  9 . 7 42 . 7 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
RAW DATA FOR DEFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
. Team Combinations 
l-2-J-4-5 1-2-3-5-6 1-3-4-5-7 7-8-9-10-11 
GaJDe Poss Pts Poss- Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts 
1 10 5 7 1 17 6 
2 JO 21 6 5 19 6 
3 32 22 10 8 
-
4 47 39 16 12 
5 27 12 7 4 . 9 8 
6 9 0 
7 25 15 1 0 
8 27 2 9 8 
9 36 16 lJ 6 
10 33 16 47 20 
11 15 8 18 8 
12 42 16 2 4 
13 16 13 13 5 
14 38 29 9 10 
15 13 10 5 2 4 0 19 8 
16 46 21 . 4 ·o 
17 40 28 9 5 10 ? 
18 29 24 18 12 
19 35 JO 6 5 
20 15 8 J 2 
21 24 7 
Tota l 589 J42 106 64 100 .52 75 J6 
� 
. 
OER . 58 .60 .52 .48 
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APPENDIX A ( Continued) 
RAW DATA FOR DEFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
Team Combinations 
-
1-3-4-5-6 1-4-5-6-? 6-?-8-9-10 l -2-J-4-6 
Game Po ss Pts Po ss Pts Po ss Pts Poss Pts 
-
-
1 
2 4 0 
3 16 8 5 6 
4 10 8 
5 6 2 5 2 
6 15 8 22 10 4 2 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 4 2 6 4 
12 J 4 7 5 5 0 
13 4 6 42 29 
14 20 18 
15 8 2 
16 29 20 -
17 .a 4 
18 
. 19 
20 
21 
66 42 58 40 51 JO 48 28 Total 
OER .64 . 69 . 59 ./ . 58 
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APPENDIX A ( Continuted)  
RAW DATA FOR DEFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
- Team Combinations 
l-J-5-6-7 2-J-4-5-7- 1-2-J-4-9 J-4-5-7-10 
Game Poss Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts -
l J 0 5 0 
2 2 0 2 4 
J J 4 
4 2 2 
5 5 2 2 0 
6 
7 8 6 4 2 
8 6 4 J 0 
9 
10 
11 8 7 16 15 
12 2 0 lJ 6 
13 .4 · 5 
14 7 7 1 0 
15 
16 4 0 
17 io 14 
18 
.. 
19 5 6 1 0 
20 2 6 
21 lJ 4 1 2 
Total 42 35 Jl 25 30 22 · 29 14 
. SJ .81 . ?J 
/ .48 OER 
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APPENDIX A 
RAW DATA FOR OFFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
Team Combinations 
. 
1-2-3-4-5 1-2-J-5-6 1-J-4-5-7 ?-8-9-10-11 
Game Poss Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts 
l 10 11 ? 6 l? 18 
2 JO 22 6 7 18 16 
3 32 2? 11 11 
4 4? J4 16 14 -
5 27 24 ? . 6 10 5 . 
6 10 11 
? 25 26 l 2 
8 28 23 9 8 
9 36 26 · 13 9 
10 33 2J 46 27 
11 15 8 19 12 
12 4J 35 2 2 
13 14 12 lJ 5 
14 J? JO 9 4 
15 13 15 5 2 4 2 21 16 
16 48 42 3 . 2 
l? 39 21 9 8 10 lJ 
.18 29 25 18 18 
19 35 23 6 2 
20 15 8 J 2 
21 24 19 
Total 590 465 107 ?9 99 90 ?7 48 
OER . ?9 .?4 . 91 . 62 
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APPENDIX A ( Contin�ed) 
RAW DATA FOR OFFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
-
Team Combinations 
l-J-4-5-6 1-4-5-6-7 6-7-8-9-10 l-2-J-4-6 
-
Game Poss Pts Poss·- . Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts 
l 
2 4 0 
3 16 11 5 ? 
4 10 4 
5 6 2 5 J 
6 15 17 23 . 15 4 8 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 4 4 6 8 
12 - J 2 7 6 5 0 
lJ 5 2 41 37 
14 21 17 
15 
8 8 
. 
16 29 9 
17 8 J 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Total 67 45 57 50 52 24 49 44 . /" 
OER . 67 . 88 .46 . 90 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
RAW DATA FOR OFFENSIVE EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
Team Combinations 
1-3-5-6-? 2-3-4-5-7 1-2-3-4-9 J-4-5-?-10 
Game Poss Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts Poss Pts 
... -
1 J 0 5 8 
2 2 2 2 0 
J J 2 · 
4 2 2 
5 5 4 2 2 
6 
? 8 8 4 4 
8 6 5 J 4 
9 
10 
11 8 8 16 14 
12 2 4 lJ 4 
13 5 � 
14 ? 4. 1 0 
15 
16 4 6 
1? 10 10 
18 
19 5 2 1 0 
20 2 2 
21 14 14 1 0 
Total 4J 4-0 31 25 31 28 29  20 
OER . 93 . 81 . 90 , . 69 
APPENDIX B 
PROCEDURE FOR RECORDING OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE 
EFFICIENCY RATING SCORES 
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The recording of data for the OER and DER scores was completed 
·as ·described in the following p!.rag:raphs . Ref er to the Data Collec­
tion Form for the OER System found at the end of Appendix B .  This 
is the form that was used to collect the OER and DER scores for 
each combination of players in every game . This sample will be used 
as a referen.ce when describing the way in which the data was 
collected. 
The numbers of the players who were s�arting the game were 
-recorded on the first line in the combinations column . In this 
instance the numbers 12 ,  25 , 32 , 33 , and J4 were the numbers of 
players who started the game . When a substitute entered the game 
a new combination was recorded . On possession number 22 , number 24 
replaced num�er 33 . All t�e numbers were recorded again with this 
change listed in the combination . 
The number .of possession� could not be written before the 
game because of the possibility of a plus-situation ,  which occurs 
when an offensive foul is committed during a one-and-one situation . 
The number of possessions was recorded as soon as either team gained 
control of the ball . The first possession was not recorded until a 
player gained control of the ball after the jump at the commencement 
of the game . On the samp�e form SDSU controlled the ope�ing jump 
so an asterisk (*) was placed to the right of SDSU' s  possession 
number "l" . 
The point column was used to record field goals and free 
throws. A field goal was recorded as a "2" in this column . When 
SDSU made a field goal ,  the number of the player making the points 
was also recorded by placing her number to the right of the points 
scored.  When a free throw was attempted, "0 - 34" was placed in 
the comments column as it was on the fourteenth possession . If 
the free throw was made an "X" was placed over the "0" . On the 
fourteenth possession number J4 made a field goal , was fouled 1n 
the act of shooting , and shot a successful free throw , this was 
recorded. as a "J" under the points column and "J4, B - J4" under the 
comments column .  
A plus situation occurred after SDSU' s  twenty-ninth 
possession . A "+ .. was entered 1n the possession column because the 
opponents committed an offensive foul when they were in the penalty 
situation , thus SDSU was able to shoot a "one-and-one .. . Number 32 
made the first free throw, but missed the second free throw . As 
soon as SDSU obtained a rebound a possession would be recorded for 
SDSU. 
"Turnovers" were recorded by placing a "TO" in the comments 
column when the ball was turned over at any time . A "O" was also 
placed in the points column . The number of "turnovers" in each 
half was also recorded in the column in the center of this form . 
SDSU' s  first "turnover" on its third possession was recorded as 
the first "turnover" in the center column . The number "2" in the 
column immediately to the right of it shows that on the opponent ' s  
possession immediately following SDSU' s "turnover" they scored 
"2" points . This is shown by the "2" recorded next to possession 
number "3" for the opponents .  
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APPENDIX B ( Continued) 
OER AND DER DATA COLLECTION FORM 
SDSU Turnovers O PPONENT Team A 
" . . . Cl') . 
Cl) CQ 
� +> Combinations � Comments 
Cl) . C1l . Cl) tQ c.o Cl) 
0 +> 0 +> 
� � � � 
VJ . 
VJ C1) 
0 +> 
Po. &l. Comments 
12-2 5-J2-3J-J4 1 0 * 1 2 1 0 1 0 
2 2 JJ 2 2 2 2 2 0 
J 0 TO "3 0 3 0 "3 2 
-4 0 TO 4 0 4 2 4 2 � 
5 2 J4 5 1 5 0 5 0 
6 2 12 6 0 6 0 6 2 
7 0 TO 7 0 7 0 ? 0 
� 2 J2 8 2 8 0 8 0 TO 
9 0 9 2 9 0 9 0 TO 
10 2 J2 10 0 10 2 10 2 
11 0 TO 11 0 11 0 
12 2 J2 12 0 TO 
lJ 0 TO 11 1 �o 
14 3 34 � - -jli 14 . 2 
15 2 J4 I I 1 5  0 TO 
16 2 J2 16 0 TO 
17 0 17 0 TO 
18 0 18 2 
19 0 19 0 
20 0 TO 20 0 TO 
21 0 21 l ·  @O 
12-25-32-24-)4 22 2 24 ' 22 0 TO 
23 0 21 0 
. 24 0 TO 24 0 TO 
f . ·2_5 . o . 2 ')  0 
. 26 2 25 26 0 
27 0 TO 2 7  2 
28 2 34 2 8  0 
29 2 J2 29 0 
11-25-32 -24-34 + 1 riiO - 32 1 0 2 
JO 2 32 11 2 
31 0 TO 12 0 
J2 0 11 0 TO 
33 2 34 14 0 TO 
11-25-32 -24-Jl J4 0 TO 1 ')  2 
3-5 2 11 + 0 0 
J6 0 16 2 
37 0 
-18 0 
17 2 
18 0 
5.5 
APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPI'ION OF KNOX BASKEIBALL SKILLS TESTS 
Sneed dribbl e Test . Four cones are placed in a straight line so that 
the first chair is twenty feet from the starting line and the o ther 
chairs are fifteen feet apart . The starting line i s  sixty-five feet 
from the end line . The subj ect stands behind the starting line with 
her back turned toward the course and a ball in her hands . On the 
signal 11 Ready , Go" she pivots and dribbles around the cones while 
weaving back and fourth between them and returning to the starting · 
line 1n the same manner . The clock is started on "Go" and is stop� 
when the player crosses the starting line . 
Dribble shoot Test . A starting line similar to that which was used 
in the speed dribble test is used for this test . Three cones are 
arranged in a direct line with the basket and spaced so as to divide 
the distance of ninety-four feet into four equal s egments . The 
subject stands behind the starting line with her back toward the 
course . and a ball in her hands . On the signal " Ready , Go" she 
pivots and dribbles in and out of the obstacles to ward the basket . 
Upon r eaching the goal , she shoo�s a lay-up . If she misses , she 
must continue shooting until she makes a basket . She then recovers 
the ball and dribbles back around the obstacles to the starting 
line . The time starts on "Go" and stops when the subject crosses 
the starting line again . 
Wall bounce Test . The subject stand.s with her toes behind the line 
which is five feet from the wall . The subje ct starts on the signal 
"Ready, Go" and continues until she. is told tp stop . The tester 
starts the watch on "Go" and counts silently to herself the number 
of times the ball hi ts the wall . When the ball hi ts the wall for 
the fifteenth time , the tester stops the watch . The administrator 
of this test must observe carefully so as to be sure that the 
subject catches the ball every time . 
i 
5' 
J, 
-
Penny-cup Test . A twenty foot course is outlined with the signal 
�ine eight feet from the starting line . Three coffee cans painted 
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blue , red, and white are placed on the finish line five feet apart • 
.The subje ct stands .behind the starting line with her back to the 
�ups and with a penny in her hand . On the signal "Ready ,  Go" she 
pivots and races towards the cups . As she crosses the " signal line" 
the tester calls out one cup color , and the subject drops the coin 
in the cup of that color . The tester starts the clock on the 
signal "go" and stops it when the coin contacts the cup . The test 
�s repeated four times . The total elapsed time is the score . The 
subject is allowed one practice trial . The colors of the cup are 
called out in a random order . 
0 
' 
5' 
l 
I <  g '  > J a 
I 
0 
I 
5' 
l 
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APPENDIX C ( Continued) 
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO THE BASKETBALL PLAYERS 
FOR THE KNOX BASKETBALL SKILLS TEST 
. 58 
Speed dribble Test . The o?jective of this test is to determine your 
ability to hand.le the ball with control and speed . You are to start 
behind the starting line with your back toward the course and a ball 
in your hands . You will be given the command "Ready , Go" . On "Go" 
you are to pivot and begin dribbling while weaving between the chairs . 
Go around the last. chair and come back weaving between the chairs in 
the same manner . If you lose control of the .ball , you must recover 
the ball , start from where you lo st control ,  and continue on through 
the course . Keep going until you are beyond the starting line . You 
will be allowed to run through the course once for practice . Then 
go to the end of the line . You will be timed the next time you go 
through the course . Do you have any que st ions? 
Dribble shoot Test . The objective of this test is to determine how 
quickly you can dribble the ball between the obstacles , make a lay-up , 
and dribble back to the starting line . You are to start behind the 
starting line with your back toward the course and a ball in your 
hands . Your command will be "Ready, Go" . On "Go"  you are to .pivot 
and start dribbling the ball and weaving between the obstacles on 
, the course . Make a lay-up at the basket at the far end of the 
:floor , recover the ball and dri�ble it back weaving between the 
chairs in the ·same manner . If you miss the basket , recover the ball 
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and keep trying until you make the shot . Next , recover the ball and 
dribble back . Keep going until you are beyond the starting line . 
You will be allowed to go through the course once for practice . 
Then go to the end of the line . On your second time through the 
course you will be timed .  Do you have any questions? 
Wall bounce Test , The objective of this test is to determine how 
quickly you can perform the chest pass against the wall .  You are to 
stand behind the line which is five feet from the wall with a ball 
in your hands . Your command will be "Ready , Go" . On "Go" you are 
to start passing the ball against the lirall . -You .will be timed on 
how long it takes you to pass the ball against the wall fifteen 
times in a row . Ke.ep passing the ball until you are told to sto p .  
I f  you lose control of the ball , you must recover the ball and 
continue your passing . The watch will be stopped when the ball 
hits the wall for the fifteenth time .  You must execute a chest pass 
and you must catch - the ball each time it bounces off the wall . You · 
will be allowed four chest passes for practice before starting the 
test . Do yo.u have any questions? 
Penny cup Test . The objective of this test is to determine how 
quickly you react to a comm.and . You will start this test by standing 
behind the starting line with your back toward the course and a penny 
in your hand . You will be given the comm.and ••Ready , Go" . On "Go" 
you are to pivot and race .toward the center cup . As you /cross the 
signal line , the test administrator will · call out "red" , ''blue" , or 
"white" . You must drop the penny into the colored cup which is 
called. Make sure you drop the penny into the cup of the correct 
color . The time will no t be stopped until the penny is heard 
dropping in the cup of the correct color . You will be allowed one 
practice trial . You will then run through this test four times in 
a row . The total time required for the four trials will be your 
score . Do you have any questions? 
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